Abstract
I. Introduction
It is impractical to find and patch every security hole in a large computer system. Thus, the need for a more comprehensive approach to security is increasing. Any single protection mechanism is likely vulnerable to some class of intrusions. For example, relying on a protection mechanism that is designed for known types of intrusion implies vulnerability to novel intrusion methods. It is our belief that a multi-faceted approach is most appropriate, in which, similar to natural immune systems, both specific and non-specific protection mechanisms play a role. This paper is concerned with one aspect of our overall strategy: the very general problem of change detection. The method discussed is non-specific, in the sense that it is not specifically aimed towards certain wellknown attacks, as opposed to, for example, one using known signatures. It is also general in the sense that it could be used for a wide variety of change-detection problems, including those requiring some tolerance of noise, or involving dynamic streams of data (such as activity patterns in running processes [7] ). On the other hand, it might not always be as efficient as some of the knowledge-intensive special-purpose mechanisms for detecting specific kinds of changes or known attacks. Its strength, however, is its generality; it potentially could be applied in many settings as a safety net to catch changes that might otherwise go undetected.
The change-detection method we are studying was inspired by the generation of T-cells in the immune system. In the thymus, T-cells with essentially random receptors are generated, but before they are released to the rest of the body, those T-cells that match self proteins are deleted [9, 101. Similarly, our method distinguishes self strings (the protected data or activities) from nonself strings (foreign or malicious data or activities) by generating detectors for anything that is not in the set of self strings. This principle of trying to match anything that has not previously been encountered we call "nega1,ive detection."
Many methods for change detection rely on a centralized detection protocol, i.e., each object has to be checked in its entirety, and the monitor has to contain all the information about the original objects. Our method on the other hand is inherently distributable:
Small sections of an object can be checked for change independently. Different independently generated detector sets (running on different machines for example) can be used to achieve a higher detection rate for a single object. The failure rate decreases exponentially with the number of independent detector sets used. The individual detectors in the detector set can be run independently as well, for instance in a scheme with autonomous agents (such as the one presented in [l] ), where each agent would contain one or a few detectors.
We think this distributability property is crucial because it allows each copy of the algorithm to use a unique set of detectors. Having identical protection algorithms can be a major vulnerability in large networks of computers because an intrusion at one site implies that all sites are vulnerable.
The negative detection method was introduced in [6] . Our current emphasis is on extending the theoretical basis of the method and addressing the important question of practicality, including (i) the feasibility of generating detectors, (ii) determining how to choose parameters for the algorithm, and (iii) discussing the implications for real-world problems. This paper presents algorithmic and analytical results that enable us to address these questions. The original algorithm simply generated random detectors and then censoreld the ones that matched self strings (according to a predefined matching rule). We present two new iilgorithms, both of which are more efficient at generating detectors. Section 2 gives an overview of these algorithms, their time and space complexity and some of the forrnulas and parameter bounds derived from them. Section 3 compares results obtained with the different algornthms and formulas, both on randomly generated files and on a real binary file. Section 4 touches on some ad the practical issues, including guidelines on applying the method, how to choose the parameters, and the formulas involved. Section 5 presents conclusions and outlines areas for further study.
Currently we restrict ourselves to the case where both self strings and detectors are strings of length 1 over an alphabet of size m. In this paper, the alphabet is usually binary (m=2). Self consists of an unordered set of these strings (a multiset, because strings can occur more than once). Figure X shows the relevant sets of strings and how they relate to each other. The goal of ouir method is to find a detector set R that matches as many of the nonself strings in N as possible, without maitching any of the self strings in S. We define the failure probalbility Pf as the probability that a random nonself string will not be matched by any of the detectors in R . We further define the matching probability P, as the probability that a randomly chosen string and detector match P is MatchedBy Q iff Q contains all the detectors matching any string in P. Q Matches P iff P contains all the strings matched by any detector in Q. S : self strings; N: nonself strings; C: candidate detectors; R: detector repertoire chosen from C : ; N': detectable nonself strings; D: detected nonself strings. Not indicated are the set of holes H=IN-N', and the set of undetected nonself strings F=N '-D.
according to the specified matching rule. To simplify the notation, we will write AI, for the size (i.e. cardinality) 1x1 of' a set of strings X . In particular, N , is the size of the self set and N , is the detector set size.
Detector generating algorithms
This section describes thre.e different algorithms for generating detector sets: the original exhaustive generating algorithm and two new algorithms, based on dynamic programming, which run in linear time with respect to the: size of the input. See [6] for an exposition of the exhaustive detector glenerating algorithm (2.1). For more details on the linear time algorithm (2.2), see [8] and [3]. This last report also covers the greedy algorithm (2.3) (and the algorithm for counting the holes (2.4), including some examples and a derivation of the time and space complexities.
Exhaustive detector generating algorithm
This algorithm mirrors most closely the generation of T-cells in the immune systern. Candidate detectors are drawn at random from U , and checked against all strings in S. If they fail to match any of the self strings, they are kept as valid detectors. This process of random generation and checking agalinst S is repeated until the required number of detectors is generated.
This algorithm requires generating a number of candidate detectors ( N , : initial detector repertoire size, before negative selection). that is exponential in the size of self (for a fixed matching probability P,) [ 2 ] :
For independent detectors, we can approximate the failure probability PI achieved by N , detectors by: For P, sufficiently small and N , sufficiently large, this gives:
The assumption that the detectors are independent is not entirely valid. As N , or P, increases, the candidate detector set (C in Figure 1 ) will shrink., so the detectors chosen become less independent. Overlap among the detectors decreases the amount of string space covered, resulting in a higher failure probability PI than (1) would indicate.
The time complexity of this algorithm is proportional to N 4 , the number of candidate detectors that need to be examined, and N , (because each string may have to be compared1 against all self strings). Space complexity is determined by N,: 
Linear time detector generating algorithm
The generate-and-test algorithm described above is inefficient because most of the candidate detector strings are rejected. However it does work for arbitrary matching rules. For specific matching rules we might be able to find a more efficient detector generating algorithm. Here, we describe a two-phase algorithm for the "r-contiguous-bits" matching rule (two I-bit strings match each other if they are identical in at least r contiguous positions) that runs in linear time with respect to the size of the input (for fixed matching parameters 1 and r). In Phase I, we solve a counting recurrence for the number of strings unmatched by strings in S (candidate detectors, set C in Figure 1) . In Phase II, we use the enumeration imposed by the counting recurrence to pick detectors randomly from this set of candidate detectors.
We will adopt the following notation: s denotes a bit string.
s^ denotes s stripped of its first (leftmost) bit. A template of order r is a size 1 string consisting of I-r "blank" symbols (represented by asterices here) and r fully specified contiguous bits. In particular, a template tl,s, is that template in which the r specified bits start at position i and are given by the r-bit string s. For example, with 1=6, -3, s = O l O : t,,s=*OIO**.
A string (or template) matches a string if they are identical (no blanks) in at least r contiguous positions.
A right (left) completion of a template t is that template with all the blanks to the right (left) replaced by bits. For example: * 0 1 0 1 1 is a valid right completion for *010**. Each entry C, [s] in the array corresponds to an order r template ti,,. i In essence, these templates enumerate all the possible ways two strings can match each other over r contiguous bits. In particular, for i=l-r+l, t,,,y consists of 1-r blanks, followed by r consecutive bits. There are no blanks to the right, so the only right completion of such a template is the template itself. Therefore C L . r + l [~] will be zero if the template tl.r+l,s is matched in S, one otherwise: We can therefore impose an explicit numbering from 1 to T on the unmatched strings, based on the natural order of bit strings. Given this explicit numbering, we can generate NR random integers in { 1..T} and retrieve the corresponding strings. For a number k E {l..T}, we find the kth unmatclhed string uk in the following way:
First, do a binary search on Cl [.] to find s1 such that Bit b,, will be determined by whether k falls in the first or second interval. ]Further bit positions of uk are determined similarly.
The principle data structure used in this algorithm consists of the large ( I -r ) x 2' C array representing all the possible ways two strings can match over r contiguous bits. This has an impact on the time and space complexity of the algorithm:
').
The above algorithm runs in time linear in ithe size of the self set and detector set (for given parameters 1 and r). This is in contrast to the exhaustive detector generating algorithm, which ran in time exponential to the size of the self set, but required essentially only constant space. The linear time algorithm still requires; time and space exponential in the length r of the matching region, which may present a problem if we need to choose long strings ( I ) and matching regions ( I ) .
Greedy detector generating algorithm
We can achieve a better coverage of the string space with the same number of detectors (or a smaller detector set for the same amount of coverage) by inot selecting the detectors at random, but placing them a!; far apart as possible. The greedy algorithm we developed tries to do exactly that. At each step it picks one of the detectors that will match as many as possible. of the as yet unmatched nonself strings.
To construct the C array in Phase I of the previous algorithm we chose to examine the strings from right to left (from e,,,,
We can also go through the strings from left to right, constructing a second array 6' starting at C'l [.I and calculating the following levels using a similar recurrence relation as for C . Because If a given template has a zero entry in D , we know that all strings containing that template will match some string in S. Conversely, if we restrict ourselves to picking templates with nonzero entries in D when constructing bit strings, we know those strings will not be matched by any string in S. Phase I: Generate D arrays: iD, and D,
The algorithm uses two different D arrays, called D , and D , , the first one based on the self set S and the second one babsed on the current state of the detector set R. The D , array tells us which templates we are allowed to choose fralm when constructing detectors. We will call the templates that have nonzero entries in this D , array valid detector templates.
Phase 11: Generating strings unmatched by S The second array D,, based on the current detector set R , will indicate how many strings for each template are not yet matched by the previously generated detectors. For each new detector to be generated, we then try to select the templates matching the most unmatched strings. We hiave to update this array D , each time a new detector is generated, so it will generally be cheaper to just keep the C, and C' , arrays around and update these incrementally. Because we begin with R being empty, we can initialize C, and C' , with their maximum values: c,,, [SI = Pr+'-') and C; ,
For each niew detector, we search through DR for the valid detector template with the largest entry. If there is a tie between templates, we choose one at random. Starting from this template, we then traverse the D , array to the left and to the right, each time choosing to add a 0 or 1 bit to the starting template depending on which represents the template with the highest number of strings not yet matched by R (while still restricting ourselves to valid detector templates). Next, we have to update the C, and C', arrays to reflect that a new detector has bleen added to R. We can do this incrementally, by setting those entries in CR and C' , to zero that directly match the detector, and recalculating the appropriate entries.
We repeat this process of picking a detector and updating C,, C', and D , until all valid detector templates have zero entries in D , At that point, for any template that is not in S there are no more strings that
have not yet been matched by a detector, i.e., we have covered all strings that can possibly be covered by detectors. We call this a compr'ete detector repertoire.
This algorithm also has thle attractive property that we can keep a running count of the number of nonself strings that are still unmatched by any detector. For a given acceptable failure probability Pf we can simply keep generating detectors until we reach the corresponding number of unmatched nonself strings (or until we run out of candidate detectors, which would mean that there are too many holes to be able to reach the desired P , ) .
At best, we can spread the detectors apart such that no two detectors match the same nonself string. This gives us an absolute lower bound on the number of detectors needed [12] :
N , 2 ( 1 -P f ) / P m .
(3 1
Looking at the structure of the template array we can get another estimate for N,. Each detector generated matches one of the 2' templates in each of the (I-r) columns of the template array, and sets the corresponding count there to zero. We can zero out all the entries in a column with at most 2' detectors:
This formula does not take into account the entries in the template array already zeroed out by matching self strings. If we assume the self strings are independent, each template has a chance ( l -2 -r ) N s of not matching any of the N , self strings. The estimate for N , then becomes:
(4)
Because we need to update the template array each time a new detector is generated, the time complexity is quite a bit higher than for the previous algorithm, although the space complexity is of the same order:
Counting the holes
where a,, a,', b,, c,, and c,' are single bits.
A similar argument shows that we also can have holes using a Hamming distance matching rule (where two strings match if their Hamming distance is less than or equal to a fixed radius r). In fact, almost all practical matching rules with a fixed matching probability can be expected to exhibit holes [4, 51. However, we can eliminate holes altogether by choosing a matching rule with a variable matching radius, such that potential holes are filled by detectors with high specificity.
Because holes will never be detected by any detector, they imposes a lower bound on the failure probability P, we can achieve, whether we use a single set of detectors or several independent detector sets generated for the same matching rule. It is therefore advisable in a distributed setting to choose a different matching rule (or simply different parameters) for each machine, so each will have a different set of holes which are likely covered by some other machines. On the other hand, we can take advantage of the position of these holes to provide a certain level of noise tolerance in our detection method: because holes are close to self strings, we might not really care if they go undetected. Many other change-detection algorithms (such as checksums and message digests) are sensitive to any change in the data and therefore not applicable when a certain amount of noise tolerance is required.
Running the greedy algorithm until all valid detectors have been used up would tell us exactly how many nonself strings cannot be detected. In [3] we developed a more efficient algorithm for counting the exact number of holes, similar to the way the number of detector strings not matched by S are counted in the linear time algorithm. Its space and time complexities are similar: ((I -r ) . N , ) + 0 ((1-r ) . 2'),
The reasonably short running time makes this a useful tool in discovering appropriate settings for the 1 and mum, we want the number of holes N H to be small enough to allow the desired failure probability Pf: 
could not be achieved). (j): lower bound on (i) based on formula (3). (k): eintropy-based lower bound on (h).I (I):
number of holes present.
Results and analysis
In this section we use the algorithms and analysis from section 2 to explore which parameter settings are practical. Subsection 3.1 looks at results obtained for relatively small randomly generated self sets, and draws some conclusions from comparisons between different algorithms and formulas. Subsection 3.2 looks at a much larger real-world example and examines how the failure probability scales with detector set size and maitching length r. Table 1 shows detector repertoire sizes obtained with the different algorithms using randomly generate:d self files and a number of different parameter sets ( N , , 1 and r ) , as well as some upper and lower bounds predicted by the formulas presented in the previous sections. We have arbitrarily chosen Pf:=O.l as an acceptable failure rate. Because the algorithm mi,ght be able to cover more of the total nonself string space with a smaller set of detectors if there is a structure to the self strings, independent self strings will tend to be a worst case situation for estimating N , (ignoring the effect of the holes on the achievable Pf).
Repertoire sizes using different algorithms
When we compare the results in columns (f) and (i), we see that the greedy algorithm generates a detector set that is firom 8% to 41% smaller than the size predicted for the independently chosen detectors. Also note that formula (2) indicates that the desired Pf should be reachable wiith a detector set of a certain size, although there might be so many holes in the string space that this P is unreachable, as indicated by the entries marked"(*)" in (i). For the h e a r time and the exhaustive algorithm, there is no guarantee that a detector set of the size indicated by (2) will achieve the specified Pf. This is not a problem for the greedy algorithm, because we can continue generating detectors until Pf exceeds the specification.
With a gireedy selection of detectors, the last detectors generated will only match a small number of as yet unmatched nonself strings, and will therefore not have a significant effect on Pf. This means that when going 'References [4, 51 show that for a set of independent self strings, the following :is a lower bound on the number of detectors needed: NR 2 Ns , log, (l/P,)/[. log, ( m ) (6). This bound is based on the amount of infoirmation that needs to be stored in R about S. from P, =0.1 to P, = minN,(Pf), quite a large number of extra detectors may have to be added to match all of the tiny unmatched regions of nonself string space. This explains the large difference in detector set size between, for example, 90% detection rate and the maximum detection rate (complete repertoire).
Both (3) and (6) (columns Q) and (k) in Table 1 ) are indeed effective lower bounds on the size of the detector set needed for a failure probability of P,=O.1. The entropy-based lower bound is less strict, partially because it does not take the properties of the matching ruPe into account. The lower bound in column a) is based on optimal spacing of the detectors, which is precisely what the greedy algorithm tries to achieve, so we could view column ('j) as the optimal detector set size for the greedy algorithm. Interestingly, when the greedy algorithm aims for an optimal detector set size that is smaller or almost equal to the size indicated by the entropy-based lower bound (i.e., Q) I (k)), it is unable to do so (entry in (i) is "(*)") because the number of holes in the string space (column (1)) is too large with respect to the desired Pf. This suggests that is an interesting lower bound on the value for P, (and therefore r) given N,, 1 and P f .
Within one set of rows with the same N, and 1, we see that the repertoire size decreases with matching length r . However, the number of holes in string space seems to increase in an exponential fashion with decreasing r up to the point where we can no longer find an adequate detector set for the acceptable failure probability Pf . Since P, increases exponentially with
(1-r), a smaller matching length means that each detector matches more strings, so fewer detectors are needed. However, each self string will also match more detectors, so the space of candidate detectors becomes smaller and the number of holes due to interaction between self strings gets larger. For the smallest r for which we can construct an adequate detector set R , a large number of the nonself strings not matched by R are holes. As mentioned before, using different matching lengths at the same time would allow us to combine matching all nonself strings and covering most of the nonself string space by a small number of detectors. By looking at rows with the same Ls, we can get an idea of the effect of choosing a shorter or longer string length to split the data up in self strings. For instance, the rows with N,=250 and 1=32 are generated for the same data as the rows with Ns=500 and 1=16. Similarly for Ns=500, 1=32 and N,=lOOO, 1=16. We see that with a longer string length 1, a smaller number of detector is needed to achieve Pf = 0.1. If we look at how much space is taken up by the detector set ( NR x l ) , the larger string length still comes out ahead. Note that with the larger string length the number of holes in the string space is substantially larger (for the same values of r). This is due to the fact that the string space itself is much larger as well. However, the fraction of string space occupied by holes is smaller for larger 1 because the self strings are spaced farther apart and therefore interact with each other less. This means that for a larger string length I, we can choose r smaller and still have an acceptable detector set. This is exactly opposite to what we would expect if we wanted to keep the matching probability P,,, constant. for each value of r was derived from a single large detector set generated with the linear time algorithm (one million detectors for r=16 and r=18; 5 million detectors for r=19). 1000 nonself strings were checked against each of these detector sets, and for each nonself string we recorded thefirst detector to match the string. We can then derive the probability of success ( l -P f ) as the cumulative histogram over these values. Note that this means that the points in each curve are not completely independent. However, this approach gives us a reasonable approximation for a much smalltx connputational effort. The figure shows a sharp drop in the failure prcibability for the first couple of hundred thousanld detectors. This is due to the probabilistic nature of coverage of the string space by detectors. We would expect this decline to be even more pronounced if we were to generate the detectors using the greedy algorithm, because then the detectors chosen first are those which cover as many nonself strings as possible. The decline in P , is sharper for smaller values of r, and therefore for larger matching probabilities, because each detector matchies a larger fraction of string space, so most of the space is covered by a small number of detectors. However, as the detector set size increases, P f levels off at a higher level for smaller r because there are more holes.
Pf versus N , for a real data file
Note also that for each detector set size there is an optimal value for r. In general, if we want to have a smaller detector set, we will have to use a simaller value for r (such that each detector matche., c. more nonself strings). Similarly, for each value of Pf there is an optimal value for r. As the acceptable failure rate decreases, we will have to go to larger values of r (more specific detectors) and larger detector sets.
Finally, if we want to exploit the fact that the failure probability decreases exponentially with an increasing number of machines, each of which is runn,ing its own detector set, we may already be satisfied wifh Pf = 0.5. Figure 2 shows that this can be achieved with a repertoire as small as 30,000 to 120,000 detectors. This is quite an achievement given that the original self file contains about one million strings.
Summary of formulas, practical issues and rules of thumb
This section gives a summary of the appropriate formulas for the r-contiguous-bits matching rule, and. gives step-by step instructions on how to choose tlhe matching rule parameters for a real data stream.
Choosing the alphabet size
The larger the alphabet size used, the harder it becomes to make an optimal choice for the matching length r. This is due to the fact that for the matching rules considered here, the matching probability P, m-r [ll, 131. Assuming that P, has to stay within certain bounds for the detection algorithm to perform efficiently, the range of acceptable values for r becomes very narrow with increasing alphabet size.
For some applications, however, a non-binary alphabet may be more appropriate. For example, 161 describes an experiment in which a C program compiled for a RISC architecture was checked for changes. Each opcode was mapped into one of 104 symbols (m=104). An important area of future investigation is to study the performance of different size alphabets, especially in those cases ,where a non-binary alphabet is most natural.
Choosing the string length
First, we determine a lower bound for 1 by requiring that the self strings should occupy only a fraction of the total string space: Table 2 illlustrates some vidues for L, and the corresponding lower bounds for 1. to know the exact lower bound for 1 (or if the data to be checked for changes is not a fixed size file but rather a continuous stream of data) we can explicitly count the number of unique 1-bit strings; for different values of 1.
The second step in selecting string length is to determine whether there exiists a natural string length imposed by the data. For instance, if the data to be protected is a database consisting of a series of 4-byte records, then a multiple of four bytes would be an obvious striing length to try because it preserves the structure of the data. If the data does not exhibit any natural string length, we might still be able to find by inspection certain recurring lfeatures that we want to be able to capture. The string length will have to be longer than these features for them to be preserved in the self strings. Finally, there will be an upper bound to the string length, imposed by the generating algorithms.
Increasing I usually also means r has to be increased (certainly if we want the matching probability to remain constant). However, for large 1 and r the algorithms described in this report become computationally very expensive.
Choosing the matching length
To keep the number of holes low, we want to pick r such that N , S 2 r (5). Again, we might want to replace N s in this formula by the number of unique 1-bit strings that appear in the data.
As illustrated by Table 1 , formula (7) gives an approximate upper bound on P, (and thus a lower bound on r, for a given string length I ) in order to be able to construct a detector repertoire for the acceptable failure probability Pf :
Finally, after a minimum value for r has been chosen, we may want to count the exact number of holes present in the string space. If this exceeds the acceptable number of holes of NH S P f .2', we choose a smaller matching probability (i.e. larger r ) and try again. In general, because we don't have an exact procedure to determine the optimal values for I and r , a number of valid combinations may have to be tried and weighed against each other in terms of ease of construction of the detector set, size of the resulting detector set, attainable failure probability, etc.
Choosing the number of detectors
Above we have seen a number of lower bounds and estimates for N , under different assumptions. We will go through these one by one, from the least tight lower bounds to what we expect to be the best estimates.
If the parameters of the self set and matching rule are such that generating the detectors using the greedy algorithm is too expensive, we can use the linear time algorithm to select a set of detectors independently chosen from the candidate detectors. If we assume the detectors chosen are also independent of each other with respect to the total string space, we get the lower bound from (2):
This last independence assumption usually doesn't hold: because of the limited number of candidate detectors, there will be more overlap between detectors than we would expect from strings chosen independently from the entire string space. If this is the case, the number of detectors needed to achieve Pf can be quite a bit larger than the value indicated by (2). We may have to estimate the actual Pf a posteriori over a sample of nonself strings.
If we use an algorithm that attempts to spread out the detectors, such as the greedy algorithm, the minimum number of detectors needed to achieve an acceptable Pf is given by (3): N , 2 (I -Pf)/P, .
(3)
This is an absolute lower bound, in the sense that it is impossible to cover that much of string space with fewer detectors. However, depending on the structure present in the self data, it may be hard to pick detectors that are spread apart optimally. Note that if we have chosen r according to formula (7), using this lower bound for N , will automatically imply that we also satisfy the entropy lower bound (6). Using (3) to calculate the number of detectors needed for the greedy algorithm is only interesting in terms of getting a ballpark figure for N R to evaluate whether the parameters 1 and r have been chosen efficiently. If we are satisfied with the estimate we simply run the greedy algorithm until it reaches exactly the desired Pf. If we are interested in achieving the minimum possible failure probability Pf , we can construct a complete detector repertoire by running the greedy algorithm till exhaustion. (4) provides a fairly close estimate for the size of the complete detector set for independent self strings:
Detection scheme
One area that we have not yet examined closely is how best to implement the actual detection scheme once an appropriate detector set has been generated. Here are some possible examples:
-Maximum security: every string needs to be checked against the entire detector set. Other, more conventional, change-detection algorithms may be more appropriate in this case. Intermittent checking: every so often a small number of strings can be checked against a small number of detectors chosen at random from the detector set. This relies on the probabilistic nature of this change-detection method. It assumes that if a change is undetected, it will be detected during some other check, or on another machine. This might not be acceptable if a single occurrence of the change can be fatal.
0 Weighted detection: detectors can be chosen more frequently depending on previous performance, based on known expected changes (known failure modes, virus signatures, etc.), or in order to get a homogeneous coverage of nonself string space (some areas of nonself string space may be covered by more detectors than others). Distributed detection: the detector set is split up over a number of autonomous agents (see [l] ) each doing checks in parallel. This is also the scheme used in the real immune system, where each T-cell corresponds to a single detector.
Distributed independent detection: each agent has a detector set generated independently from all other agents. This is similar to a population of individuals with immune systems. The advantage is that holes in one individual's immune system can be covered by another's, so an infection cannot spread through the entire population. A similar setup can be used to protect a whole network of computers.
5, Conclusion
The linear time algorithm has made it practical to construct efficient detector sets for large data sets. The space requirements for this construction algorithm are substantial. However, this space is only needed once, to calculate the detector set, and can be discarded afterwards. The greedy algorithm allows us to sacrifice some of the speed of detector generation in exchange for a more compact detector set and a failure probability guaranteed to be below the acceptable Pf. We have also made significant improvements towards quantifying the range of acceptable values for the different parameters associated with the detection method, to the point that we can give guidelines for setting up a djetection system like this for any given data set.
The distributed nature of this algorithm is promising for networked and distributed computing environments. As a very general-purpose change-detection method it can supplement more specific, and therefore more brittle, protection mechanisms. We imagine a layered computer immune system, with specific protection mechanisms against well known or previously encountered intrusions, and non-specific protection meclhanisms like the one presented here to intercept those intrusions that evade the specific mechanisms.
There are a number of remaining issues to be examined. Here are the most important ones: * It might be possible to derive more exact formulas for non-random data by looking at some measures of the self strings (entropy, average number of nonzero entries in the template arrays, number of hales etc.)
It is possible to construct a linear time algorithm for the Hamming distance matching rule. This, matching rule might give improved performance because it does not limit the length of the matching templates and should therefore be able to capture larger structures in the self strings. From a security point of view, it might be useful to have a matching rule for which it is provably hard to construct (and thus to forge) a detector set. Cain we come up with matching rules based on some NPcomplete problems for instance?
The effect of using negative detection as opposed to positive detection is not very well understood. More research would be needed to clarify this issue.
